Frequently Asked Questions:
What is a RoboTrader?
RoboTrader is a software which automates trading by letting the computer do the work for you executing your rules for when to buy and when to sell - repeatedly, all through the trading day. This
means that you could scalp profits all day long as stock prices move up and down. The Robotic Trading
Software Robotic Automated Trader will watch the market for you, looking for the conditions that affect
your trades.
Once I turn it on, what do I do?
Nothing. You can go to work, go shopping, go golfing, etc. With RoboTrader Software, you don’t have to
be chained to your computer watching stock prices, charts or other data. Before you have a chance to
make sense of all that information, the RoboTrader will have already seen the data and reacted for you.
Do I need to create a strategy right away to use it?
No. The trader comes with sample strategies that you can evaluate and, if you wish, use as a template or
starting point for your own strategies. We suggest you run a sample strategy in the real-time test
environment running during actual market hours to give you the most accurate assessment of your
strategies.
Do I need to open a brokerage account right away to use the Trader?
No. You do not need any real money or a brokerage account to start using the RoboTrader.
How much money do I need to start trading?
This depends on your trading style. A conservative trader can start with as little as a few thousand
Rupees. Please consult the broker for the type of account and funding requirements to suit your trading
needs.
Does RoboTrader Software recommend stocks or strategies?
No. RoboTrader Software is not a broker or investment advisor. However, we can be able to provide
assistance with strategies along with strategic investment & financial planning.

What kind of support does RoboTrader Software provide?
RoboTrader Systems provide technical phone and email support. We can provide strategy and
investment portfolio management. The Trader also has a built-in online Help system that explains each
feature of the Automated Trader. Additionally, you may communicate with us and others who use the
Automated Trader through our community message board.
Is Robo suitable for multi scrip trading? Eg: Signals in Nifty Future but trade should execute Nifty options.
Yes.
Can I set my Stop Loss and Target in both Percentage wise and Point wise?
Yes.
Can I manage my quantity as per my margin limit?
Yes.
Is it possible to trade only in one side? Eg: Only Long trade or Only Short trade?
Yes. It is most suitable for Naked option traders.
What is Cloud or VPS?
A VPS runs its own copy of an operating system, and customers have superuser-level access to that
operating system instance, so they can install almost any software that runs on that OS.
Will You provide AFL writing service to execute our own trading rules?
Yes.
What is the success ratio?
It depends on time frame, scripts etc.but in 5 mins interval almost all liquid scrips will get approximately
60%-80% accuracy.
Do I have to start, the software everyday in the morning while operating the system in the VPS?
Yes.
Do I have to keep computer and internet open while Robo Trade is working?
Yes, if you do not have vps. But if you have vps, keeping the computer on all the time is not necessary.

Do I have to set my targets and stop loss for every script and what happens if it is not set?
If you want you can, but it is not compulsory, if stop loss and target are not set the software takes up
default values, and trades totally on the signals generated on the chart
Can I command the Robo Trader to squire off at a particular time?
Yes.
What is the procedure to get this software?
You make the payment and inform us and after the payment is confirmed our technical team will
contact you and install the software in your computer.
What is dealer robo or multi client robo?
Dealer robo is specially designed for brokers and sub brokers. A broker can add all his clients in dealer
robo and robo will execute the trade for all their clients based on their trading requirement.
How many client I can add in dealer version RoboTrader?
Unlimited number of clients.
Can I set different quantity for different client? Eg: Client a nifty 5 lot, Client B nifty 1 lot, client C nifty
7 lot etc...?
Yes.
Can I set different Scripts for different clients? Eg: client a , Nifty 2 lot, Crudeoil 2 lot, Copper 1lot, Silver 2 lot,
Client B, Nifty 1,Crudeoil 1,Gold 2 etc...

Yes.
Can I monitor my VPS from android phone?
Yes.
What is the advantage of Cloud (VPS)?
If your RoboTrader software is installed in the VPS or cloud you will have the advantage of getting access
to your VPS or cloud from any computer or android mobile. So that, you can monitor your trade and
alter it on the go, moreover if software is in the VPS there is no need of keeping your computer and
internet on all the time. A user login is provided for the VPS so that you can login in it from anywhere
and anytime.
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